January 31, 2022
Mr. Steven DeBerry
Executive Director
Southside Network Authority
Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC)
Via email: StevenHDeBerry@gmail.com
Subject: Additional scope of work for Hampton Roads Region – Southside Regional Connectivity
Ring 100% Design (PDC-RFP-2020-01)
Dear Steve:
CTC Technology & Energy (CTC) is pleased to present this scope of work for outside plant
engineering and construction oversight services for the Southside Regional Connectivity Ring
(RCR) 100% Design project.

Proposed Scope of Work
Task 1: Detailed Designs
This proposal anticipates that CTC will perform detailed design work for approximately 117 miles
of the 119 miles that make up the RCR network routes, as defined by the network’s 50% design
documents (an increase from the 103 miles identified by the 30% design). This scope does not
include design engineering for the portions of the RCR that overlap with the Western Freeway
bridge or the Midtown tunnel; however, it does assume detailed engineering will be required by
CTC for the approximately 18.5 miles of RCR routes that fall within the City of Chesapeake’s
jurisdictional boundaries.
In the detailed design stages, CTC’s outside plant (OSP) fiber network engineering processes are
centered around Geographical Information System (GIS) technologies that are compatible with
the GIS resources of the Southside Cities, enabling us to deliver a more precise design and bill of
materials (BOM). We develop preliminary designs using GIS tools and perform field surveys using
precision GPS receivers. Before initiating more manual drafting phases, our designs undergo
rigorous quality control review in their native GIS formats.
We have refined our processes over the years to minimize the potential sources of human error,
and to increase cost efficiencies by eliminating manual data input steps. Ultimately, this allows
us to provide accurate design and as-built materials to the Authority in formats that can be
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merged with existing GIS databases. These databases can in turn be used to populate industryleading fiber cable management systems and/or used directly to facilitate more effective
maintenance, repairs, and underground locating.
Field Surveys
The CTC engineer will walk out the routes and will photograph, survey, and take detailed notes
via a GPS device on relevant physical features relating to outside plant construction.
CTC uses state-of-the-art field survey equipment, including Trimble Geo 7X handheld GPS
receivers and related software (Trimble Pathfinder Office and TerraSync), to automate the OSP
engineering and GIS surveying processes. A walkout map of the route will be designed and
produced in ESRI ArcGIS.
The field survey will include measuring features within the right-of-way for placement of conduit
and recording other pertinent details, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slack storage
Storm drains and culverts
Edge of pavement
Street lights and signal poles
Splice cases
Equipment cabinets
Vaults and pedestals
Existing third-party utilities
Green space

The information listed above will be recorded from visual observation while the survey is
conducted, and those items necessary to aid in construction will be documented in the
construction plans. CTC’s engineer will note potential barriers to construction, as well as potential
route improvements, and will also determine what permits will be needed to construct the fiber.
Using the information from the survey, our team will complete a desktop review to identify and
avoid potential impact to environmentally sensitive areas and vulnerable wildlife species. The
scope of this proposal does not include wetland delineations; however, we will advise the
Authority as to our desk review findings and any likely areas of environmental permitting
identified by our review and will make design decisions intended to avoid permanent
disturbances and the need for environmental permitting. Moreover, CTC will support initial
consultations with environmental permitting authorities that may be necessary to determine
permitting requirements.
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CTC will provide updated route maps with any recommendations for realignment relative to the
current 50% design plans, to include cost comparisons (if applicable) and updated material
specifications.
Figure 1: Sample Walkout Map
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CAD Drawings
CTC’s team will update the previously generated 50% design CAD construction drawings, which
will capture related data from walkout map drawings and the GIS data collected during field
surveys. The drawings will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running line of fiber
Position of existing utility poles
Road names
Railroad crossings
Bridges
Fixed markers/significant landmarks (e.g., fire hydrants, valves, poles)
Environmental protected areas (e.g. wetlands, bodies of water)
Flood plains
Easements
Rights-of-way
Applicable public utilities or assets
Applicable private utilities or assets
Termination points, coils, vaults, splices
Fiber entry and installation, as applicable
Figure 2: Sample Design Drawing
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CTC will provide design materials for review (both in CAD and GIS formats). CTC will generate a
BOM detailing material types and quantities needed by the construction contractor to construct
the engineered design based on the material specifications determined in consultation with the
Authority during the system-level design task.
Task 2: Permitting
ROW Permitting
Based on field verification, CTC will prepare a complete list of required permits, including any
that may be required by VDOT and the Southside Cities. Any special permits, such as railroad
crossings (e.g., right-of-way and encroachment permits) and standard bridge attachments, will
also be prepared to complete the engineering services, but may require additional input and
discussion with the Authority and the appropriate permitting agency/organization. We note that
some special permits will require payment directly from the Authority or applicable Authority
member.
This proposal does not anticipate that civil engineering services will be required to obtain bridge
attachment permits, and that permits for the identified bridges along the network route can be
obtained Through the submission of standard OSP design engineering. In the event that a bridge
owner requires civil engineering work, CTC will provide a separate proposal for that work.
At the Authority’s direction, CTC will initiate and manage the submissions of all required permits
and will track each application through to approval. To ensure the timely approval of permit
applications, CTC will be prepared to quickly follow up on issues raised by the permitting
authorities. When an issuing entity identifies any concerns in its initial review of a permit
application, the reviewer will typically return the plans, send an e-mail about the issue, or call the
engineer or project manager to discuss the concern. If an application or portion of an application
is returned, CTC staff will discuss the necessary changes internally, then make appropriate
revisions and resubmit the application (as needed), or e-mail or call the permit reviewer to
provide the information requested.
Environmental Permitting
CTC will perform a preliminary wetlands evaluation (i.e., a “desk review”) for the entire RCR fiber
route to determine potential areas of state or federal jurisdictional authority; identify areas in
which environmental permitting may be necessary to avoid impact to the RCR network design;
and to identify the extent to which the network can be engineered to limit or avoid
environmental impact.
CTC will coordinate with the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to establish concurrence on our findings. CTC will request and
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attend a pre-application meeting with VDEQ to review the findings of our preliminary wetlands
evaluation.
Based on feedback from the Authority, CTC will determine the required scope for environmental
permitting and will identify and document specific criteria for the network design in affected
areas.
The limited physical impact of the RCR project (i.e., minimal permanent disturbance to rights-ofway) is unlikely to require any form of wetlands mitigation plan or more complex analysis, but an
application to be submitted jointly to VDEQ and USACE may be necessary for final determination
of jurisdictional authority and approvals.
CTC will prepare and submit any required permit applications to VDEQ and USACE. (For the
purposes of this Proposal, it is assumed that the proposed project will qualify for a “Letter of
Authorization” and not be subjected to mitigation and alternative site analysis requirements.)
Additional information may be required, on a case-by-case basis, as determined by comments
from representatives of VDEQ and USACE. CTC will respond to agency comments and attend field
meetings. If fees are required by these regulatory agencies, the fees will be the responsibility of
the Authority.
While we do not anticipate any of the following given the project’s limited physical disturbance,
we note that the following are excluded from the proposed scope:
•

Changes in policies or regulations during the progress of the work;

•

Wetland delineation report;

•

Jurisdictional determinations;

•

Wetland mitigation design;

•

Rare, threatened, and endangered species inquiries and surveys; and

•

Historical and archaeological inquiries and surveys.

Task 3: Construction Oversight
CTC will serve as the Authority’s representative overseeing the performance of the selected fiber
construction Contractor to the extent needed to augment the Authority’s own project manager
and/or inspectors. We anticipate construction of the Authority’s network will take approximate
18 to 24 months to complete. During this time, we envision the following subtasks may be
required:
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•

Attend a project kick-off meeting and facilitate regular project status conference calls
with the Contractor.

•

Review and approve project timelines for construction prepared by the Contractor.

•

Review the Contractor’s construction management and safety plans.

•

Develop quality assurance inspection checklists to facilitate construction oversight.

•

Perform onsite inspection during construction for safety and workmanship.

•

Perform onsite post-construction inspection for compliance with the approved designs
and workmanship, to include a detailed review of accuracy and completeness for a
sampling of as-built documentation provided by the Contractor. This may include
verifying slack loop cable lengths; verifying proper bonding/grounding; and verifying the
locations of outside plant assets (e.g., splice enclosures, slack loops, handholes, etc.) using
precision GPS receivers.

•

Review Contractor construction invoices for consistency with design and observed
construction progress.

•

Review Contractor-provided fiber optic performance test data.

•

Prepare a comprehensive report documenting the results of our test data review,
independent testing, and post-construction inspection to provide verification that the
network, as installed, is suitable for the Authority’s purposes and conforms to the
approved final design.

CTC anticipates being onsite for the kickoff meeting and first week of construction, five (5) weeks
for post-construction inspection, and up to an additional forty (40) days of onsite inspection
throughout the project lifecycle.
Task 4: As-built Documentation
CTC will produce final as-built revisions to applicable engineering work documents (EWD), to
include construction CAD prints, GIS data, and splice matrices/schematics.
As-builts will be based on field data collected by the construction Contractor. We anticipate the
Authority will require its construction Contractor to provide “redlines” of construction prints
and/or electronic data detailing final as-built conditions, such as:
•
•

Conduit placement depth and/or offset measurements
GPS coordinates of handholes
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•
•

GPS coordinates of conduit paths and/or location data from directional boring guidance
systems
Cable slack coil lengths / fiber cable sequential footage markings

Proposed Fees
CTC proposes to perform this work according to the tasks described above for a fixed fee cost of
$918,000, inclusive of all travel costs and other fees, as illustrated in the following table. We
reserve the right to shift estimated costs between tasks within the budget.
Estimated
Cost by Task
$353,900
$88,400
$361,100
$114,600
$918,000

Scope Description
Detailed Design
Permitting
Construction Oversight
As-Builts
Total Not-to-Exceed Cost

For any additional tasks, we will bill our work at the following hourly rates, inclusive of travel
and other expenses.
Labor Category
Chief Technology Officer/ Director of Business Consulting
Principal Engineer/Analyst
Senior Engineer/Analyst
Staff Engineer/Analyst
Aide

Hourly Rate
$250
$225
$200
$180
$105

We look forward to the opportunity to support the HRPDC. Please do not hesitate to contact me
if I can provide any additional information about our proposed scope of work.
Best Regards,

Matthew DeHaven
Vice President for Fiber and Infrastructure
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